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Student Council questionnaire 20 pupils participated
Summary of Findings
1.What did you think about the new playground when you came back?
100% of pupils felt that the playground was much better than before, providing
them with more opportunities at playtime. Pupil’s particularly like the friendship
stop, ‘ if I have no one to play with I just wait there and somebody comes and
plays with me,’ Meadow, year 6.

2.What kind of after school activities would you like to have this year?
e.g. discos, pyjamas day, Christmas Fayre, movie nights

100% pupils said that they wanted school to hold more discos and sometimes
movie nights
Majority of pupils preferred sporty after school activities such as football and
gymnastics

3.Are you trying to achieve Strive For Pride? What prize would you pick
if you won?
100% of pupils were working towards achieving Pride, are motivated by the
reward system and are excited to receive a prize
4.What kind of prizes would you like in the Dojo shop? Do you like the
dojo shop?
All pupil’s spoke very positively about the Dojo shop.
Lots of pupil’s want more fidget toys especially, then bracelets & board game
time

5.What changes have you noticed in school? Is there anything else you
would like to happen? e.g. classrooms, tuckshop, playground,Mrs Cronin’s Wow Wall,
summer Fayre, discos, Strive for Pride, pledges
100% of pupil’s spoke positively about the changes in school. Changes to the playground,
Strive for Pride and the pledges were the most popular.

6. Do you like achieving the pledge tasks? What kind of other activities
would you like to do? e.g. more recycling stuff, litter picking, fundraising, P.E
enrichment grid for half term

All pupils talked positively about the pledges, said they were fun and challenging, referred to
recycling work, how they linked to their own activities, fundraising and are excited to learn
more about festivals.

7.Do you feel school takes bullying seriously? If not, why? What else would you
like us to do?
All pupils felt like school tackles and takes bullying seriously, only one pupil said sometimes
but was not able to explain why he thought that.

8. Do you think that school notices that you are good at something or when you
achieve something? e.g. Pride Assembly, praise, marking, certificates, dojo points, Strive For
Pride
100% of pupils felt that they were noticed when they did something good and linked it back to dojo
points, class teacher giving positive praise, certificates etc.

